
MODEL: Q1
BODY  WORN  CAMERA

FRONT FACING 
SCREEN
The front facing screen has a proven 
calming effect on people being 
recorded, once they notices they’re 
being recorded on the screen, they are 
less likely to be violent and rude.

ARTICULATED 
CAMERA HEAD
Our design delivers outstanding perfor-
mance on the life time of articulated 
camera head, over 30,000 rotation times, 
which provides an optimal FOV and 
flexible wearing options.

ON/OFF 
SLIDE SWITCH
Q1 is the easiest camera on the 
market to operate, with a sliding 
switch, simply slide the switch down, 
and the camera turns on and start 
recording. 

PTT INTEGRATION

We consolidate our camera 
to be efficient but also 
practical at the same time, 
you are able to connect Q1 
to your radios as a RSM.

ADVANCED 
IMAGE SENSOR

Allows officer to capture better 
evidence with improved 
low-light performance, reduced 
motion blur, and advanced 
audio with noise reduction 
technology.

H.265 CODEC

When it comes to storage, a 
high efficient video 
compression will be more 
preferable to save your 
resources.

Pe offers the most advanced body cameras in the industry and with its proof 
features, it is best in its class across video quality, battery life, functionality and 
ease of use. Q1 has a number of unique features, the most significant ones 
being the fully articulated camera, PTT integration and front facing screen.

INTRODUCTION

12+ HOURS 
BATTERY LIFE

If a critical event happens, not 
having enough battery life left to 
capture the incident could be 
devastating, we provide 12+ 
hours battery life that supports 
your full shift.

ON OFF 
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BODY  WORN  CAMERA

SPECIFICATION
Dimension

Weight 

Articulated Camera Head

Display

LED Indicator

AES-256 Encryption

Type-C

GPS

 Video Resolution

Encoding & Format

Field of View 

Distortion Correction

Night Vision 

Tamper-Proof 

Pre/Post Recording

PTT Integration

Capacity 

Battery Life

Recharge Time

Non-Removable

Capacity

Drop Test 

Dust/Water Protection

Operating Environment

Certificate

99mm×55mm×28mm

142g 

Horizontal: 250°, Vertical:20°

2.0-inch Screen

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes 

1920×1080, 1280×720, 864×480

H.265 & H.264, MPEG-4 

������

Auto

Yes

User, S/N, Time & Date, Coordinates embedded on evidence

Yes

Yes

Built-in 3,450mAh Li-ion Polymer Battery

12 hours 

3 hours 

32GB 

Store around 41 hours video at 720P, with H.265.

2 Meters 

IP67

-30° C ~ 60° C

CE, RoHS, MIL-STD-810G, IEC 60529-2013

Design

Video

Battery

Storage

Reliability


